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Introduction
At the 1975 annual meeting of the Halibut Working Group of INPFC,
Japan proposed that 17 large Japanese stern trawlers equipped with a
newly-developed off-bottom trawl designed to minimize the incidental
catch of halibut be permitted to fish in areas of the southeastern Bering
Sea where, and at times when, Japanese fishennen were prohibited from
operating but U.S.S.R. off-bottom trawlers were allowed.

A Technical

Working Group was formed to study the technical aspects of the Japanese
proposal and gear, particularly with respect to a comparison of the
proposed Japanese gear and the off-bottom gear used by U.S.S.R. vessels.
Due to lack of sufficient infonnation on the off-bottom Soviet trawls and
the fact that the Japanese off-bottom gear had not yet been tested at sea,
the Technical Working Group was not able to evaluate the Japanese proposal.
Theydid note, however, that the proposed Japanese trawling gear possessed
features which would appear to provide for greater escapement of bottomdwelling species such as halibut, as compared with conventional on-bottom
trawling gear.
After several counter proposals, agreement was reached on a United
States/Canadian proposal to allow 4 independent stern trawlers (3,500-5,000
ton category) to operate in appropriate parts of Area A between January 1
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and May 15, 1976. These trawlers would fish in accordance with an experimental design and United States and Canadian observers aboard each vessel
would determine the incidental catch rates of halibut and crab in the trawl

catches and the performance of trawl gear.
This report, prepared jointly by scientists from the United States,
Canada, and IPHC, sunmarizes the results of gear comparisons made pursuant
to this agreement.
Experimental Off-Bottom Trawling Agreement
The agreement to permit an off-bottom trawling experiment in certain
closed portions of Area A in the eastern Bering Sea provided time for both
experimental and production operations.

The agreement itself was detailed

in Appendix 1 {D) (2) of Doc. 1844 as follows:
"The Government of Japan as a domestic measure will limit the
number of stern trawlers at' any one time in Area A in the area
south of

ss0 3O'N

during the period January 1, 1976 to January

31, 1976 and in the area between 55°N and 55°30'N during the
period February 1, 1976 to May 15, 1976, to four vessels.
These four vessels will engage in experimental comparative
fishing for a total of fifteen days each month by fishing in
two pairs.

One vessel in each pair will use standard on-

bottom trawl gear and the other off-bottom trawl gear.

The

two vessels _of each pair will fish as close together as
practicable but, in any event, no more than ten miles apart
operating the gear of both vessels at approximately the same
depth of water. When not engaged in such experimental fishing, but otherwise operating in the areas and periods described
above, the four stern trawlers will use off-bottom trawl gear
only.
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The area and time periods stipulated in the agreement are presented
in Figure 1.

METHODS
Fishing Methods and Gear
During the 15-day comparative fishing periods, vessels were scheduled to
work in pairs with one vessel fishing an experimental off-bottom trawl and
the other, acting as a control, fishing a standard on-bottom trawl.

The

vessels of each pair were to fish within l O mil es of ea.ch other and to make
sets at similar times and depths.

Although some pairs attempted to follow

this format, observer records and reports indicate numerous exceptions.
The on-bottom trawl fished by each control vessel was its usual highopening pollock trawl as customarily rigged for the Bering Sea fishery.
Unfortunately, the trawl designs, dimensions, and manner of rigging (floats,
bobbins, dandylines, etc.) differed among vessels such that there was no
standard control net fished by all control vessels throughout the experiment
(see Appendix A for characteristics of on-bottom trawls fished by certain
control vessels).
The off-bottom experimental trawl was apparently intended to be a
modified version of a vessel's on-bottom trawl modified in the following
manner:

(1) footrope attached by 90-cm lengths of chain to a groundrope

made up of 53-cm bobbins; (2) groundrope modified in order to position it
directly under the footrope; and (3) floats placed in two rows along upper
body of net for greater buoyancy.

From the results of testsof a 1/10-

scale model of this new trawl in a 5-m x 1.7-m x 100-m tank, Japanese
scientists concluded that (l} the footrope would be about 70 cm above the
bottom at the optimum trawling speed of 3 knots;

(2) the relative lengths

of the footrope and groundrope were very important in order to position
the footrope over the groundrope; (3) changes in trawling speed affected
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the configuration of the net; and, (4) at high trawling speeds the groundrope
would come off bottom, particularly at the center of the net.
Unfortunately, as with the on-bottom control net, there was no standard
off-bottom experimental trawl fished by all vessels engaged in the experiment.
Each trawler captain had his own version of an off-bottom trawl, and these
differed in design, mesh size, dimensions, bobbin string configuration,
dropper chain length, floatation, etc.
off-bottom trawls utilized)~

(See Appendix A for examples of the

Moreover, some trawl captains continually

modified the experimental trawls and the manner in which they were rigged in
attempts to make them perfonn as intended.

Consequently, in many cases, the

off-bottom trawling operations were not similar throughout a comparative
fishing period.
Catch Sampling and Gear Observations
Catch sampling followed past observer practices as detailed in INPFC
Documents 1714, 1779, and 1868.

In addition, special emphasis was placed

on observing fishing instruments, techniques, and gear perfonnance to determine whether the gear was on or off bottom during a tow.

In this regard,

netsonde and echo sounder displays were sometimes monitored from the bridge
and records were kept of trawling speed, direction of tow, rudder angle,
warp length and fishing depth.

When permitted by the trawl captain, gear

was visually checked on deck and bobbins, connecting dropper chains and
other net c001ponents were observed for chafing and the presence of demersal
organisms.
Because pollock, the target species, undergo diurnal vertical migrations,
the on-bottom and off-bottom trawls were often fished in midwater as well as
on bottom.

Observers attempted to determine the percentage of time that a

trawl was off bottom so that ·hauls could be categorized as On bottom" or
11

"off bottom".

Unfortunately, due to the unequal headrope and footrope

lengths and usual practice of placing the headrope transducer at the front
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of the headrope, in most cases, it was not possible to determine the footrope
position.
Data Analysis
The data were analyzed in the following manner:
(1) All tows made outside of the experimental portion of Area A
were excluded.
(2) The remaining tows were then treated as a co1T1110n data set (not
tied to a specific vessel or vessel pair) and grouped by trawl type (onbottom [control] and off-bottom [experimental]).

No attempt was made to

further divide the data by gear perfonnance (on bottom, off bottom,
unknown) due to the lack of reliable netsonde data.
(3) The catch rates of halibut (number per hour) and total all-species
catch (m.t. per hour), size of halibut, and incidence of halibut (number per
m.t. of total catch) were calculated by month.
(4)

Unweighted averages of the above statistics were calculated for

January-April.

Data for May were meager and were exluded from the average.
Experimental Results

Japan allotted approximately 16 vessel-months to the off-bottom trawling experiment (January 5 to May 10, 1976). This effort was divided among
14 independent stern trawlers which ranged in size from 2455 to 5473 gross
tons (Table 1). A total of 731 hauls were made of which 556 (76%) were
within the experimental portion of Area A.

With the exception of May,

sampling effort was similar each month (Table 2).

Pollock was the target

species and usually accounted for more than 90% by weight of the individual
observed catches.

Halibut Catch Rates
During January-April (when appreciable numbers of hauls were completed
per month), halibut catch rates varied considerably among months and gear,
and ranged from 2.859 fish/hour (off-bottom net in January) to 28.193 fish/
hour (on-bottom net in March) (Table 3).

Catch rates of halibut with the off-

bottom trawl were consistently lower than those shown for the on-bottom trawl.
Comparing the averages for the on-bottom trawl (15.861 halibut per hour) with
those of the off-bottom trawl (5.905 halibut per hour), reveals that, on the
average, halibut catch rates were almost two-thirds lower for the off-bottom
gear.
Halibut Average Weight
The average weight of halibut captured was greater for January (2.263.33 kg) than for February-April (l.40-1.98 kg) (Table 3). Also, the average
weight appeared to be slightly greater for the off-bottom trawl {2.18 kg)
than for the on-bottom trawl (1.89 kg).
Since percentage reductions in halibut catch rates among gear were
greater than percentage increases in average weight, smaller halibut were
probably escaping with greater frequency.

The same phenomenon has been

reported for Pacific ocean perch by U.S.S.R. and Canadian scientists.
Halibut Incidence
During January-April, halibut incidence varied among months and gear,
and ranged from 0.223 fish/m.t. of all-species catch (off-bottom net in
January) to 3.710 fish/m.t. of all-species catch (on-bottom net in March)
(Table 3).

Relatively high incidences occurred during February-March for

on-bottom nets (2.449-3.710 fish/m.t.) and during March-April for offbottom nets (0.722-1.318 fish/m.t.).

Incidence was higher in catches from

on-bottom nets (0.619-3.710 fish/m.t.) than in catches from off-bottom nets
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(0.223-1.318 fish/m.t.).

Although the average incidence for off-bottom nets

of 0.678 fish/m.t. was 65% lower than that for on-bottom trawls (l.924 fish/
m.t.), 0.678 fish/m.t. is still relatively high compared with that in other
areas of the eastern Bering Sea, as reported in INPFC Document 1696.

(For

example, monthly independent stern trawler incidence rates in Area C and
Dw ranged from 0.023-0.875 except for February and April, 1974 in Area C
[3.094 and 1.514 respectively]).
All-Species Catch Rates
During January-April, all-species catch rates were similar and ranged
from 7.6 m.t./hour (on-bottom net in March) to 12.8 m.t./hour (off-bottom
net in January).

For all gears, catch rates were higher in January (10.2-

12.8 m.t./hour) than during the February-April period (7.6-9.0 m.t./hour).
The average catch rates achieved with the off-bottom trawl (9.5 m.t./hour)
were slightly greater than those of the on-bottom trawl (8.8 m.t./hour).
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DISCUSSION
The results of this experiment substantiate the conclusion reached
in INPFC Document 1721 that halibut catches can be reduced by fishing a
trawl off bottom.

Furthennore, it was demonstrated in this experiment

that catches of the target species, in this case pollock, were not adversely
affected by the gear changes designed to reduce the incidental catch of
halibut.

To the contrary, the catch rates of pollock were actually

slightly higher for the experimental off-bottom trawl than for the on-bottom
control net.

This being the case, the use of an off-bottom trawl could

permit further savings of halibut without adversely affecting the production
of pollock.
Lack of standardization of control and experimental net designs and
rigging, modifications of experimental trawls during comparative fishing
periods and excessive time-area differences in sampling patterns of control
and experimental vessels were problems throughout the experiment.

Further-

ioore, diurnal movements of pollock necessitated that both types of gear be
fished in midwater at times when pollock were up in the water column.
Unfortunately, due to lack of experimental control, we have no way of
measuring the extent to which these events may have affected the experimental
results.
Of greater concern, though, were reports from several observers that
trawling skippers were apparently under some pressure to avoid areas of
high halibut abundance, and thus may not have fished in a typical manner.
If these reports are valid, then the observed halibut incidence for on- and
off-bottom trawls is probably lower than what would occur in a conmercial
fishery.

Incidental crab catches were too low throughout the experiment to
permit any meaningful comparative analysis of those data.

Nevertheless,

it seems reasonable to assume that any gear modifications which raise
the footrope off the bottom should virtually eliminate all bottom organisms such as crabs from the catches. Mortality, however, may result from
the bobbins which remain in contact with the bottom.
If future gear experiments to improve selective pollack trawls are
undertaken, conmunication between gear technologists and fishermen must
be established.

If protocol of the testing country prohibits such communi-

cation, then the experiments should be conducted only from government-owned
or chartered research vessels under the scientist's control or they should
be delegated to a party not bound by this protocol.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The catch rates of Pacific halibut

were

high in the experimental

portion of Area A during the months of January through April when fishing
with either off-bottom or on-bottom trawls.
2.

Assuming the gear is correctly rigged and fished, the incidental

catch of halibut can be reduced substantially (up to two-thirds) by fishing
with trawls rigged with large bobbins (53 cm diameter) on a groundline
sufficiently separated from the footrope by rope/chain droppers.
3. When a trawl is fished off bottom, small halibut appear to escape more
readily than large halibut.
4. The off-bottom trawl fished in this experiment was slightly more effective
at catching pollack than the standard on-bottom trawl.
5.

Even though the average halibut increase was substantially lower for the

off-bottom trawl (0.678 halibut per m.t.), it is still high when compared
with that recorded for other areas and at other times of the year.
6.

Improper rigging and fishing of an off-bottom trawl, whether intentional

or accidental, can place the footrope in contact with the bottom and greatly
increase the probability of capturing halibut and other bottom organisms.
Furthennore, this change-over from one configuration to the other can be made
with ease and in a relatively short period of time.
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Tab.le 1.--Specifications of independent stern trawlers and sampling schedules,
off-bottom trawling experiment in INPFC Area A, 1976

HP

Date of
Operation

Experimental
Activity

Tsuda Maru

5473

1/5-1/31

On bottom

Stevens {U.S.)

Chikubu Maru

5460

1/5-2/1

Off bottom

Ploeger {U.S.)

Zuiyo Maru No. 2

3023

1/18-2/4

On bottom

Nomura {Canada)

Zuiyo Maru

2455

1/18-1/31

Off bottom

Kuramoto (Canada)

Kongo Maru

4047

2/5-2/27

On bottom

Morgan (U.S.)

Haruna Maru

4050

2/5-2/27

Off bottom

Stevens {U.S.)

Zuiyo Maru No. 3

3038

2/6-2/28

On bottom

Nomura (Canada)

Ryuyo Maru No. 2

2961

2/4-2/27 ·

Off bottom

Kuramoto {Canada)

Tenyo Maru No. 5

4371

3/2-3/24

On bottom

Sandercock (Canada)

Tenyo Maru No. 2

4361

3/3-3/25

Off bottom

Connor (Canada)

Yamato Maru

3991

3/12-3/27

On bottom

Shudes (U.S. )

Rikuzen Maru

3990

3/13-3/28

Off bottom

Dobszinsky (U.S.)

Tenyo Maru No. 21/

4361

3/27-5/10

On bottom

Schaner (Canada [ IPHC])

sll

4371

3/26-5/9

Off bottom

Mukai {Canada)

Akebono Maru No. 72

3223

4/14-4/28

On bottom

Jurkovich (U.S.)

Ohtori Maru

4663

4/15-4/28

Off bottom

Ellis (U.S.)

Vessel

Tenyo Maru No.

l/ Second experimental period.

Observer (Nationality)

; '

Table 2.--Number of hauls* sampled in the experimental portion of Area A
by trawl type and month.

Trawl Type

January

February

March

April

May

Total

On-Bottom

74

59

45

55

2

235

Off-Bottom

98

81

56

75

11

321

Total

172

140

101

130

13

556

*Excludes 175 hauls outside of experimental part of Area A.

Table 3.--Catch rate, size and incidence of halibut and catch rate of all
species combined in Area Al/ by trawl type and month.

Trawl Type

January

February

March

April

May

Average£/

Halibut Catch Rate (no. per hour)
On-Bottom

6.311

21.058

28.193

7.883

1.061

15.861

Off-Bottom

2.859

4.019

10. 145

6.595

3.976

5.905

Mean Weight of Halibut (kg.)
On-Bottom

2.26

1.40

1.98

1.93

1.56

1.89

Off-Bottom

3.33

1. 75

1.74

1.91

2.09

2.18

Incidence of Halibut (no. per m.t.}
}

On-Bottom

0.619

2.449

3.710

0.917

0.624

1.924

Off-Bottom

0.223

0.447

1. 318

0.722

0.568

0.678

All-Species Catch Rate (m.t. per hour}
On-Bottom

10.2

8.6

7.6

8.6

1. 7

8.8

Off-Bottom

12.8

9.0

7.7

8.3

7.0

9.5

Jj January: South of 55°30 1 N
February-May 15: 55°N to 55°30'N
2/ Unweighted average over months of January-April
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Cape
Newenham

E
55°-301

55N
Sarichef

170W
Time Period

165W
VESSEL SCHEDULE
Vessel Activities

Jan 1 - 14
Jan 15 - 31
Feb 1 - 14

Experimenta 1
Production
Experimental

Feb 15 - 28
March 1 - 14
March 15 - 30
April 1 - 14
April 15 - 30
May 1 - 15 .

Production
Experimental
Production
Experimental
Production
Experimental

160W
Experimental Area
entire Area A south of 55°30'N
"
"
" " " " "
portion of Area A between 55°30'N
and 55°00'N
"
N

"
"
II
II

Figure 1.--Areas, time periods, and vessel activities, 1976 off-bottom trawling
e~periment in southeastern Bering Sea INPFC Area A.
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Appendix A.--Examples of on-bottom and off-bottom trawl gear fished during
the off-bottom trawl experiment.
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odend
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~
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